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Mokoro Excursions
Glide Through the Delta in a Traditional Canoe

Explore the famed Okavango Delta by mokoro, a
traditional dugout canoe.
Glide past the islands that dot the delta and the
surrounding channels for a unique experience that sets
you amongst nature.
You’ll cruise through the Okavango Delta where it
neighbours the Moremi Game Reserve.
In this scenic and wildlife rich area you’ll be able to view
the game drawn to the live-giving waters.



A Day Trip Into the Okavango Delta
Measuring 1,225km², the Ng32 concession is
ideally located in the Okavango Delta,
neighbouring the Moremi Game Reserve,
where there is abundance of wildlife and
other great scenic areas.
Depending on the area we visit, it can take
between 45 minutes and 1:30 minutes to
reach the poling station.
The boat transfer is dependent on water
levels and transfers may be conducted by
vehicle should the water levels not be high
enough to access by boat.
Board a mokoro canoe and be guided by
local qualified guides and polers who will
take you into the islands and surrounding
channels.
The rest of the day is spend poling and
exploring the channels of the Okavango
Delta with its array of aquatic life and

breathtaking beauty.
This experience brings you close to nature
as you enjoy the tranquility of the waterways,
sounds of nature all around and wildlife
encounters.

Inclusions
● Boat or water transfer to the delta.
● Guides and polers from the local
community.

● National park fees.
● Packed breakfast (if staying at Island
Safari Lodge).

A packed lunch is available and you can can
choose from several options at the lodge.

What to Bring
● Camera and binoculars.
● Hat.

● Neutral coloured clothing.
●Warm jacket (in winter).
● Sunscreen and insect repellent.
● Any snacks and appetisers.
● Any additional water or beverages you
would like.

Best Suited to the Young and Young at
Heart

Getting into and out of the safar vehicle and
mokoro can be difficult for people who have
physical contraints. Our staff are are here to
assist in any way possible.

Seasonal Departure Times
● Summer (1 Oct-31 Mar): 06:00
● Winter (1 Apr-30 Sep): 06:30
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